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Machine

BCRI-140

BCRI-160

BCRI-180

Tractor Power Recom’

40 – 60 HP

45 – 70 HP

50 – 80 HP

Working Width

55 inches

62 inches

70 inches

Total Weight

1,150 lb.

1,292 lb.

1,350 lb.

3-Point Hitch

CAT II

CAT II

CAT II

PTO Shaft Length

70 in.

70 in.

70 in.

PTO Speed

540 RPM

540 RPM

540 RPM

Drive System

4 Belts

4 Belts

4 Belts

Flail Shaft Speed

2,150 RPM

2,150 RPM

2,150 RPM

Nbr. Of Flails

12

14

16

Flails (forged steel)

1,300 grams

1,300 grams

1,300 grams

Working Efficiency

250 cu.ft./Hr.

350 cu.ft./Hr.

450 cu.ft./Hr.

Dim’s. (WxHxD)

66x56x30 in.

74x56x30 in.

82x56x30 in.

Material Top Housing

4 mm

4 mm

4 mm

Side Walls

6 mm

6 mm

6 mm

Paint

Powder Coat.

Powder Coat.

Powder Coat.

Shipping Box(LxHxW)

80x45x37 in.

88x45x37 in.

96x45x37 in.

Behind the Tractor

76 in.

76 in.

76 in.

From mid’ of Tractor

102 in.

110 in.

118 in.

Vertical Extension

75 in.

75 in.

75 in.

Length of hydraulic hoses (in)

70/80/120/130

70/80/120/130

70/80/120/130

Slope of mowing Angle

-60 to 90 deg.

-60 to 90 deg.

-60 to 90 deg.

Maximum Extensions:
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SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

Before operating the Flail mower read the following safety instructions.
Failure to comply with these warnings may result in serious

injury or

death.
READ AND FOLLOW THE READ AND FOLLOW THE ESPECIALLY IN THE SAFETY
SECTION. FAILURE TO DO SO CAN RESULT IN SERIOUS INJURY OR DEATH.
SIGNAL WORDS: The signal words DANGER, WARNING and CAUTION are used with the safety
messages in this manual and with each safety sign. They are defined as follows:

DANGER: Indicates an immediate hazardous situation that, if not avoided, could result in serious injury or
death. This signal word is to be limited to the most extreme situations typically for machine components that,
for functional purposes, cannot be guarded.

WARNING: Indicates a potentially hazardous situation that, if not avoided, could result in serious injury or
death, and includes hazards that are exposed when guards are removed. It may also be used to alert
against unsafe practices.

CAUTION: Indicates a potentially hazardous situation that, if not avoided, may result in minor or moderate
injury. It may also be used to alert against unsafe practice.

EQUIPMENT SAFETY GUIDELINES
 Safety of the operator and bystanders is one of the main concerns in designing and
developing a mower. However, every year accidents occur which could have been
avoided by a few seconds of thought and a more careful approach to handling
equipment. You, the operator, can avoid many accidents by observing the following
precautions and insist those working with you, or for you, follow them.


In order to provide a better view, certain photographs or illustrations in this manual
may show an assembly with a safety shield removed. However, equipment should
never be operated in this condition. Keep all shields in place. If shield removal
becomes necessary for repairs, replace the shield prior to use.



Replace any safety sign that is not readable or missing. Location of such safety signs
are indicated in this manual.
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SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS


Never use alcoholic beverages or drugs that can hinder alertness or coordination while
operating this equipment. Consult your doctor about operating this machine while
taking prescription medications.



Under no circumstances should children under the age of 18 be allowed to work
with this equipment. Do not allow persons to operate or assemble this unit until
they have read this manual and have developed a thorough understanding of the
safety precautions and how it works. Review the safety instructions with all users
annually.



This equipment is dangerous to children and persons unfamiliar with its operation. The
operator should be a responsible, properly trained and physically able person familiar
with farm machinery and trained in this equipment’s operations. If the elderly are
assisting with farm work, their physical limitations need to be recognized and
accommodated.



Use a tractor equipped with a Roll Over Protective System and seat belts. (ROPS)



Never exceed the limits of a piece of machinery. If its ability to do a job, or to do so
safely, is in question-DON’T TRY IT.



Do not modify the equipment in any way. Unauthorized modification could result in
serious injury or death and may impair the function and life of the equipment.



In addition to the design and the confirmation of this implement, including safety signs
and safety equipment, hazard control and accident prevention are dependent upon the
awareness, concern, prudence, and proper training of personnel involved in the
operation, transport, maintenance, and storage of the machine. Refer also to safety
messages and operation instruction in each of the appropriate sections of the tractor
and mower manuals. Pay close attention to the safety signs affixed to the tractor and
the mower.
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SAFETY TRAINING


Safety is a primary concern in the design and manufacturing of our product.
Unfortunately, our efforts to provide safe equipment can be wiped out by a single
careless act of an operator or bystander.



In addition to the design and configuration of equipment, hazard control and accident
prevention are dependent upon the awareness, concern, prudence and proper training
of personnel involved in the operation, transport, maintenance and storage of this
equipment.



It has been said, “The best safety device is an informed, careful operator.” We ask
you to be that kind of operator. It is the operator’s responsibility to read and
understand all safety and operating instructions in the manual and to follow them.
Accidents can be avoided.



Working with unfamiliar equipment can lead to careless injuries. Read this manual,
and the manual for your tractor, before assembly or operating, to acquaint yourself
with the machines. If this machine is used by any person other than you, or is loaned
or rented, it is the Flail mower owner’s responsibility to make certain that the owner's
manual be available to the operator prior to operating:
1-Reads and understands the operator’s manuals.
2-Is instructed in safe and proper use.



Know your controls and how to stop the tractor, engine, and mower quickly in an
emergency. Read this manual and the one provided with your tractor.



Train all new personnel and review instructions frequently with existing workers. Be
certain only a properly trained and physically able person will operate the machinery. A
person who has not read and understood all operating and safety instructions is not
qualified to operate the machine. An untrained operator exposes himself and
bystanders to possible serious injury or death. If the elderly are assisting with farm
work, their physical limitations need to be recognized and accommodated.
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SAFETY TRAINING
PREPARATION


Never operate the tractor and mower until you have read and completely understand
this manual, the Tractor Operator’s Manual, and each of the safety messages found
on the safety signs on the tractor and mower.



Personal protection equipment including hardhat, safety glasses, safety shoes, and
gloves are recommended during assembly, installation, operation, adjustment,
maintenance, repairing, removal, or moving the implement. Do not allow long hair,
loose fitting clothing, or jewelry to be around equipment.



PROLONGED EXPOSURE TO LOUD NOISE MAY CAUSE PERMANENT HEARING
LOSS! Tractors with or without mowers attached can often be noisy enough to cause
permanent, partial hearing loss. We recommend that you wear hearing protection on a
full-time basis if the noise in the operator’s position exceeds 80 db. Noise over 80 db
on a long-term basis can cause severe hearing loss. Noise over 90 db adjacent to the
opera-tor over a long-term basis may cause permanent, total hearing loss. NOTE:
Hearing loss from loud noise (from tractors, chain saws, radios, and other such
sources close to the ear) is cumulative over a lifetime without hope of natural recovery.



Operate the mower only with a tractor equipped with an approved Roll-Over-Protective
System (ROPS). Always wear your seat belt. Serious injury or even death could result
from falling off the tractor — particularly during a turnover when the operator could be
pinned under the ROPS or the tractor.



Clear area to be worked of stones, branches or other debris that might be thrown or
entangled in the mower, causing injury or damage.



Operate only in daylight or good artificial light.



Ensure mower is properly mounted, adjusted and in good operating condition.



Ensure that all safety shielding and safety signs are properly installed and in good
condition.
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SAFETY TRAINING


Do not operate unless all personnel, livestock, and pets are several hundred feet away
to prevent injury by thrown objects.



Never operate tractor and Flail mower under trees with low hanging limbs. Operators
can be knocked off the tractor and then run over by the rotating tines.



The rotating parts of this machine have been designed and tested for rugged use.
However, they could fail upon impact with heavy, solid objects such as steel guardrails
and concrete abutment. Such impact could cause the broken objects to be thrown
outward at very high velocities. To reduce the possibility of property damage, serious
injury, or even death, never allow the working tines to contact such obstacles.



Stop Flail mower and tractor immediately upon striking an obstruction. Turn engine off,
remove key, inspect and repair any damage before resuming operation.



Stay alert for uneven terrain, holes, rocks, and roots and other hidden hazards. Keep
away from drop-offs and hazards that could cause roll over. Use extreme care and
maintain minimum ground speed when trans-porting or operating on hillsides, over
rough ground and when operating close to ditches or fences. Be careful and slow
down when turning sharp corners and changing direction on slopes. Do not start or
stop suddenly on slopes. Avoid operation on steep slopes. In extremely uneven terrain,
rear wheels weights, front tractor weight, and/or tire ballast should be used to improve
stability.



Pass Flail mower diagonally through sharp dips and avoid sharp drops to prevent
“hanging up” tractor and Flail mower. Practice will improve your skills in maneuvering
on rough terrain. Always cut down slopes, never across the face. Always check tractor
manual for proper use on slopes.
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SAFETY TRAINING
MAINTENANCE SAFETY




Good maintenance is your responsibility. Poor maintenance is an invitation to trouble.
 Follow good shop practices.
 Keep service area clean and dry
 Be sure electrical outlets and tools are properly grounded
 Use adequate light for the job at hand.
Make sure there is plenty ventilation. Never operate the engine of the towing vehicle in
a closed building. The exhaust fumes may cause asphyxiation.



Before working on this machine, disengage the PTO, shut off the engine, set the
brakes, and remove the ignition keys.



Be certain all moving parts on attachments have come to a complete stop before
attempting to perform maintenance.



Never work under equipment unless it is blocked securely.



Always use personal protection devices such as eye, hand and hearing protectors,
when performing any service or maintenance.



Frequently check mower tines. They should be sharp, free of nicks and cracks and
securely fastened.



Periodically tighten all bolts, nuts, and screws and check that all cotter pins are
properly installed to ensure unit is in safe condition.



When completing a maintenance or service function, make sure all safety shields and
devices are installed before placing unit in service.



After servicing, be sure all tools, parts and service equipment are removed from
mower.



Do not allow debris, grease or oil to build up on any deck or platform.



Where replacement parts are necessary for periodic maintenance and servicing,
genuine factory replacement parts must be used to restore your equipment to original
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SAFETY TRAINING
specifications.


The manufacturer will not be responsible for injuries or damages caused by use of
unapproved parts and/or accessories.



A fire extinguisher and the first aid kit should be kept readily accessible while
performing maintenance on this equipment.

STORAGE SAFETY


Following operation, or when unhooking the mower, stop the tractor, set the brakes,
disengage the PTO, shut off the engine and remove the ignition keys.



Store the unit in an area away from human activity.



Do not park equipment where it can be exposed to direct contact to livestock for long
periods of time. Damage and livestock injury could result.



Make sure all parked machines are on a hard, level surface and engage all safety
devices.
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
1. Take our mower and all the parts from box.
2. Assemble the arms on mower. Assemble the bolt on the hole. All the BCRI were fully
assembled when tested it in factory, so you can assemble it. Because it is really heavy,
so it will take you hours to assemble it, just be patient.
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
3. Assemble the 3 point hitch on mower, then connect hydraulic oil pipe to tractor.

4. Use a stick to test if oil in the transmission every month. Factory already fulfill 1L SAE
85W/90 gear oil into the transmission, please use a stick to test if enough oil in it every
month. The transmission can load 2L oil, it need to fulfill 1L gear oil at least.
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
5. Check the belt tension every month.

When you push
it, its tension is
ok if you only
can push less
then 2cm.
Adjust these two
bolt to adjust
the belt tension.

6. Adjust the mower height and roller height if you want to adjust grass cutting height.

Adjust these
bolts to adjust
mower height.

www.etractorimplements.com

Adjust these
bolts to adjust
roller height.
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
7. Grease all the nipple.
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SIZING PTO SHFAT

STEP 1 Cutting the PTO shaft to length.
NOTE: Be sure to cut equal lengths of
each PTO shaft section. Clamp end of
PTO shaft in a vice and cut off shield
where marked. (Figure 1-A & 1-B)

Figure 1-A

STEP 2 Using cut section of the shield as a guide
cut shaft off the same amount. (Figure 2)

F
Figure 1-B

STEP 3 Repeat steps 1 and 2 for other PTO shaft
section.

STEP 4 Use a file to deburr PTO shafts. Clean up all
chips, burrs and filings from both ends of the
PTO shaft.

Figure 2
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
WARNING: IF MOWER IS RAISED UP SO THAT PTO SHAFT IS AT AN
ANGLE SHARPER THAN 35 DEGREES PTO MUST BE STOPPED!
STEP 1 Before each use perform the maintenance described in maintenance section.
STEP 2

Read, understand, and follow the information on safety training, preparation, starting
and stopping safety, operational safety, transport safety warning sections of this manual.

STEP 3

With the Flail mower positioned on level ground, adjust the tractor lift arms so that when
lifted, the rotor bar remains parallel to the ground.

STEP 4

With the Flail mower attached to the tractor, raise and support the mower with suitable
blocks. Adjust the skids, located on the sides of the mower. The adjustment bolts for
both right and left sides should be positioned in the same adjustment hole. This allows
the mower to mow the same depth on each side.

Note: Never attempt to adjust the Flail mower while the tractor is running.
STEP 5

Raise the mower and remove the blocks. Lower the mower to the ground.

STEP 6

With the tractor at idle RPM and the mower lifted off of the ground, engage PTO and
slowly advance throttle to 540 PTO RPM. NOTE: Flail mower is designed to run at

540 PTO RPM only.
STEP 7

Select a low gear for the tractor and begin to move forward. Tractor ground speed is to
be controlled by gear selection only and not engine speed. As the tractor moves forward,
slowly lower the mower down. Allow the mower tines to gradually engage the ground.

NOTE: Do not allow the tractor engine or Flail mower to bog down or stall. This
causes undue wear and tear on the mower and tractor. If this continues to happen
reduce ground speed and raise working depth of Flail mower. Never attempt to remove objects from the rotor bar until the tractor has been shut down and the mower
tines have completely stopped.
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
Never travel at a fast ground speed while using the mower, this could damage it.
Never attempt to turn the tractor or travel in reverse with the PTO engaged and the
mower in the ground. Always raise the mower out of the ground when backing up or
attempting to turn. Failure to due so may cause damage to the mower.
STEP 8

After each use clean all debris from the mower tines. Replace any missing or illegible
safety decals. Inspect for any damaged or worn parts and replace before next use. Store
Flail mower in a dry environment.

www.etractorimplements.com
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SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE
3.1 Service
3.1.1 FLUIDS AND LUBRICANTS
1. Grease:
Use only a grade Type II tube grease.
2. Storing Lubricants:
Your machine can operate at top efficiency only if clean lubricants are used. Use clean containers to
handle all lubricants. Store them in an area protected from dust, moisture and other contaminants.

3.1.2 GREASING
1. Use a hand-held grease gun for all greasing.
2. Wipe grease nipple with a clean cloth before greasing, to avoid injecting dirt and grit.
3. Replace and repair broken nipples immediately.
4. If nipples will not take grease, remove and clean thoroughly. Also clean lubricant passageway. Replace
nipple if necessary.

3.2 Maintenance
The recommended period is based on normal operating conditions. Severe or unusual conditions may
require more frequent maintenance.

3.2.1 8 Hours or Daily Maintenance
1. Check all nuts and bolts in connection parts, replace if required.
Pump grease into each grease nipple three to five times.
Clean the implement; take away all debris and residue.4.

3.2.2 Season Maintenance
1. Check the machine as above for daily maintenance.
2. Check the bearings of blade spindles for wear and tear. If warn, disassemble, clean and replace them if it
is necessary, grease as required.
3. Check the drive belt if tighten.

www.etractorimplements.com
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SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE
3.2.3 Annual Maintenance
1. Thoroughly clean the flail mower of debris and residue.
2. Drain the gearbox and clean it thoroughly. Fill with new gear oil up to the dedicated oil level.
3. Check and clean blade axles. Check oil seals and replace if necessary.
4. Check all blades, replace them if they are warn out or damaged.
5. Repair the side skirts; return them to original technical condition. Replace damaged or broken protective
devices.
6. Remove the drive shaft from the machine. Pull the PTO shaft apart. Check and replace any.
components that are damaged or worn. Install the PTO shaft on the machine. The PTO shaft should
telescope easily and the guard turn freely on the shaft, grease if necessary.
Lubricate PTO Shaft
Lubricate Caster Wheels
Lubricate Blade Spindle
Clean Machine
Lubricate and clean PTO Shaft Cover

8hrs/Daily
Yes
Yes
Yes

40hrs/Weekly
Yes
Yes
Yes

Annually
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

3.2.4 PTO SHAFT MAINTENANCE
The PTO shaft is designed to telescope to allow for dimensional changes as the machine goes through its
operating range. A tubular guard encloses the driving components and is designed to remain stationary on a
turning shaft when required. The shaft should telescope easily and the guard turn freely on the shaft at all
times. Annual disassembly, cleaning and lubrication is recommended to insure that all components function
as intended. To maintain the shaft, follow this procedure:

1. Remove the shaft from the machine.
2. Pull shaft apart.
3. Use a screwdriver to pry the tabs out of the sleeves on each end. There are 3 tabs per guard.
4. Pull the shaft out of the plastic tubular guard.
5. Use a solvent to clean the male and female portions of the telescoping ends.
6. Apply a light coat of grease to each end.
7. Clean grooves on each end where the tabs are located. Clean each tab also.
8. Apply a light coat of grease to each groove.
9. Insert the shaft into its respective guard and align the slots with the groove.
10. Insert the tabs through the slots and seat in the groove.
11. Check that each guard turns freely on the shaft.

www.etractorimplements.com
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SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE
12. Assemble the shaft.
13. Check that the shaft telescopes easily.
14. Replace any components that are damaged or worn.
15. Install the shaft on the machine.

3.2.5 GEARBOX AND HYDRAULIC MAINTENANCE
Maintain the gearbox and hydraulic components by following this procedure:



Check if the belt is wear out, or replace a new belt.



Check if the tooth of gear is wear out, or replace a new gear.



Dirt, debris and salt has to be washed away immediately after using the mower in such circumstances.

3.3 STORAGE
After the season’s use, the machine should be thoroughly inspected and prepared for storage. Repair or
replace any worn or damaged components to prevent any unnecessary down time at the start of next season.
To insure a long, trouble free life, follow the procedure outlined below:
1. Thoroughly wash the machine using a pressure washer to remove all dirt, mud, debris and residue.
2. Inspect the blades and rotor for damage or entangled material. Repair or replace damaged parts.
Remove all entangled material.
3. Lubricate all grease nipples. Make sure that all grease cavities have been filled with grease to remove
any water residue from the inside.
4. Touch up all paint nicks and scratches to prevent rusting.
5. Move to storage area.
6. Select an area that is dry, level and free of debris.
7. Unhook from tractor.
8. If the machine cannot be placed inside, cover with a waterproof tarpaulin and tie securely in place.
Store the machine in an area away from human activity. Do not allow children to play on or around the stored
machine.
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SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE

3.4 Trouble Shooting
The Flail mower is designed to work on unplowed and plowed field. It is a simple and reliable system that
requires minimal maintenance.
In the following section, we have listed many of the problems, causes and solutions to the problems that you
may encounter.

Problem
PTO Shaft inclined too
much

Possible Cause

Solution

Flail mower failed horizontal level

Adjust the horizontal level of the
Mower

One side sway chain of tractor is too short

Adjust the chain

Direction mistaken

Re-assemble correctly

Grease deficient
PTO Shaft injured
Angle of PTO Shaft is too big or is gripped
Flail mower fallen down the soil sharply

Noise in gearbox

Trouble rotation of
cultivator shaft

www.etractorimplements.com

Rinse needle and pump grease
sufficiently
Limit the rising position and re-lock
the position
Fall the Mower down the soil
smoothly

The clearance between the two helical
bevel gears is too large

Adjust this clearance

Bearing injured

Replace bearing

Tooth of gear broken

Replace gear

Gear or bearing injured or gripped

Replace gear or bearing

There was no clearance between the two
helical bevel gears

Adjust the clearance of the helical
bevel gear pair

Out of shape of left side plane

Correct side plane

Cultivator shaft crooked or out of shape

Correct or replace cultivator shaft

Cultivator shaft twined with grass or hold
soil seriously

Clear away grass or soil

20

PARTS LIST
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PARTS LIST
No
1

2
3
4
5

Part No.
02.BCRI.140.013.A
02.BCRI.160.013.A
02.BCRI.180.013.A
02.BCRI.200.013.A
02.BCRI.220.013.A
03.08.893,1.Φ72
03.05.281.2207
02.BCRI.00.014.A
03.13.01.BCRI

6
7

03.02.6184.M14
03.03.97,1.Φ14

8

03.01.5783.M14x40

9
10
11

13
14
15

03.01.5783.M10x35
03.03.97,1.Φ10
02.BCRI.140.042.A
02.BCRI.160.042.A
02.BCRI.180.042.A
02.BCRI.200.042.A
02.BCRI.220.042.A
02.BCRI.140.101.A
02.BCRI.160.101.A
02.BCRI.180.101.A
02.BCRI.200.101.A
02.BCRI.220.101.A
02.BCRI.00.135.A+
03.03.97,1.Φ8
03.04.93.Φ8

16

03.01.5783.M8x20

12

17
18

03.01.5783.M12x40
03.03.97,1.Φ12

19
20
21

03.02.6184.M12
03.03.96,1.Φ12
03.04.93.Φ12

22
23
24

03.01.5783.M12x30
02.BCRI.00.016.A+
02.BCRI.00.017.A+

25
26
27

03.02.6184.M8
03.03.96,1.Φ8
02.BCRI.00.018.A+
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Name & Specification
roller for BCRI140
roller for BCRI160
roller for BCRI180
roller for BCRI200
roller for BCRI220
circlip for hole Φ72
spherical ball bearing 2207
roller bearing seat
Comer gear box for BCRI
locking nut M14,prevailing torque
type all-metal hexagon nuts,style
1
flat washer Φ14
full thread hexagon head bolt
M14x40
full thread hexagon head bolt
M10x35
flat washer Φ10
rear safety bar for BCRI140
rear safety bar for BCRI160
rear safety bar for BCRI180
rear safety bar for BCRI200
rear safety bar for BCRI220
rear scraper for BCRI140
rear scraper for BCRI160
rear scraper for BCRI180
rear scraper for BCRI200
rear scraper for BCRI220
PTO cover
flat washer Φ8
spring washer Φ8
full thread hexagon head bolt
M8x20
full thread hexagon head bolt
M12x40
flat washer Φ12
locking nut M12,prevailing torque
type all-metal hexagon nuts,style
1
big flat washer Φ12
spring washer Φ12
full thread hexagon head bolt
M12x30
BCRI gear box bracket
BCRI upper pulley cover
locking nut M8,prevailing torque
type all-metal hexagon nuts,style
1
big flat washer Φ8
BCRI lower pulley cover

QTY
1

2
2
2
1
4
8
4
6
13
1

1

1
8
4
8
4
40
22
4
7
8
1
1
4
4
1
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42

02.BCRI.220.014
03.07.91.4x25

43

02.BCRI.00.136.A+

plate
locking nut M6, prevailing torque
type hexagon nuts
flat washer Φ6
full thread hexagon head bolt
M6x20
power lock 33x80
upper pulley
belt BX 17x1295 (51 inch)
hexagon head bolt M12x35
BCRI foot
full thread hexagon head bolt
M12x80
T plate
front safety bar for BCRI140
front safety bar for BCRI160
front safety bar for BCRI180
front safety bar for BCRI200
front safety bar for BCRI220
locking nut M10,prevailing torque
type all-metal hexagon nuts,style
1
shaft of BCRI140 protection
plate
shaft of BCRI160 protection
plate
shaft of BCRI180 protection
plate
shaft of BCRI200 protection
plate
shaft of BCRI220 protection
plate
cotter pin 4x25
protection plate,70mm width
180mm length

02.BCRI.00.137.A+

protection plate,50mm width
180mm length

28

02.BCRI.00.103

29
30

03.02.6182.M6
03.03.97,1.Φ6

31
32
33
34
35
36

03.01.5783.M6x20
03.10.28701.33x80
02.BCRI.00.123
03.12.BX.17x1295
03.01.5783.M12x35
02.BCRI.00.015.A

37
38
39

03.01.5783.M12x80
02.BCRI.00.021
02.BCRI.140.041.A
02.BCRI.160.041.A
02.BCRI.180.041.A
02.BCRI.200.041.A
02.BCRI.220.041.A

40

03.02.6184.M10

41

02.BCRI.140.014
02.BCRI.160.014
02.BCRI.180.014
02.BCRI.200.014

44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

02.BCRI.00.139.A+
02.BCRI.00.122
03.10.28701.40x80
02.BCRI.00.024
03.06.13871.40x85x12
03.05.281.2308
03.06.13871.50x90x8
03.08.893,1.Φ90
02.BCRI.140.022
02.BCRI.160.022
02.BCRI.180.022
02.BCRI.200.022
02.BCRI.220.022

52

03.02.6184.M16

53
54

02.BCRI.00.001.A
03.01.5782.M16x95
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protection plate,40mm width
180mm length
BCRI lower pulley
power lock 40x80
rotor shaft end left bearing
oil seal 40x85x12
spherical ball bearing 2308
oil seal 50x90x8
circlip for hole Φ90
rotor shaft for BCRI140
rotor shaft for BCRI160
rotor shaft for BCRI180
rotor shaft for BCRI200
rotor shaft for BCRI220
locking nut M16,prevailing torque
type all-metal hexagon nuts,style
1
800gr forging hammer
hexagon head bolt M16x95

1
2
4
2
1
1
4
14
2
2
1
1

6
1

2

1
1
1
1
2
2
2
1

1
N
1
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55
56
57
58
59
60
61

62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70

03.08.894,1.Φ40
02.BCRI.00.023
03.15.1152.M10x1
03.02.812.M30
03.04.93.Φ30
03.01.825.M16
02.BCRI.140.011.A
02.BCRI.160.011.A
02.BCRI.180.011.A
02.BCRI.200.011.A
02.BCRI.220.011.A
02.BCRI.00.026
03.03.97,1.Φ30
02.BCRI.00.109
03.15.1152.M6x1
02.BCRI.00.025
03.03.97,1.Φ24
02.BCRI.00.138
03.11.12613.80x85x60
03.03.97,1.Φ44

71

03.02.6184.M24

72
73
74
75
76

03.02.6184.M42
02.BCRI.00.130
03.07.DIN11023.Φ56
02.BCRI.00.019
03.04.93.Φ10

77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91

03.01.5783.M10x20
02.BCRI.00.037
03.17.3452.10x2
02.BCRI.00.115
02.BCRI.00.105
03.18.982.Φ14
02.BCRI.00.106
02.BCRI.00.V01
03.18.982.Φ18
02.BCRI.00.104
02.BCRI.00.020
02.BCRI.00.107
03.18.982.Φ16
02.BCRI.00.108
02.BCRI.00.116

92
93
94
95
96

02.BCRI.00.V02
02.BCRI.00.118
03.18.982.G1/2
03.16.5860.G1/2
02.BCRI.00.117
03.14.01.T5-1800
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Φ40 circlip for shaft, type A
rotor shaft end right bearing
oil nipple M10x1
round nut M30
spring washer Φ30
eyebolt M16
BCRI140 mower body
BCRI160 mower body
BCRI180 mower body
BCRI200 mower body
BCRI220 mower body
turning plate
flat washer Φ30
pin for turning cylinder
grease nipple M6x1
turning plate base
flat washer Φ24
long pin
oilless bearing 80x85x60
flat washer Φ44
locking nut M24,prevailing torque
type all-metal hexagon nuts,style
1
locking nut M42,prevailing torque
type all-metal hexagon nuts,style
1
safety locking hitch
locking pin Φ56
pin
spring washer Φ10
full thread hexagon head bolt
M10x20
turning cylinder bracket
O ring 10x2
pipe adapter 2
connector 1
combined washer 14
connector 2
hydraulic safety lock
combined washer Φ18
turning cylinder
pin
pipe adapter 1
combined washer 16
hollow bolt
BCRI oil pipe 2, 2100mm Φ6.4
BCRI hydraulic oil flow speed
valve
BCRI oil pipe 3, 1900mm Φ6.4
washer G1/2
quick-change coupler G1/2
BCRI oil pipe 1, 4080mm Φ6.4
common PTO shaft, T5-1800

1
1
4
2
2
2
1

1
10
2
3
1
2
2
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
2
1
2
1
1
1
4
2
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
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No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Part No.
02.BCRI.00.124
03.07.DIN11024.Φ4
02.EF.00.116
BP-BCRI200-36
03.07.DIN11023.Φ56
02.BCRI.00.131
03.01.5782.M28x170
03.02.889,1.M28

9
10
11
12

02.BCRI.00.038
02.BCRI.00.028.A+
02.BCRI.00.033
03.03.97,1.Φ24

13

03.02.889,1.M24

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

02.BCRI.00.113
02.BCRI.00.029.A+
03.11.12613.30x34x40
02.BCRI.00.030.A
03.15.1152.M10x1
02.BCRI.00.119
02.BCRI.00.120
03.18.982.G1/2
03.16.5860.G1/2
03.02.41.M12
03.04.93.Φ12

24

03.01.5783.M12x35

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

03.03.97,1.Φ12
02.BCRI.00.032
02.BCRI.00.052
02.BCRI.00.031
02.BCRI.00.138
02.BCRI.00.034
03.01.5782.M8x70
03.04.93.Φ8
03.03.97,1.Φ8
02.BCRI.00.PC16
02.BCRI.00.130
02.BCRI.00.112
02.BCRI.00.111
03.03.97,1.Φ6
03.04.93.Φ6

40

03.01.5783.M6x12
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Name & Specification
rubber cover
split pin Φ4
support foot pin
support foot
linch pin
lower hitch pin
hexagon head bolt M28x170
locking nut M28, prevailing
torque type hexagon nuts, style
1
small extra hitch
3 point hitch
short pin
flat washer Φ24
locking nut M24, prevailing
torque type hexagon nuts, style
1
protection pin
hitch brackt
oiless bearing 30x34x40
left arm
grease nipple M10x1
BCRI oil pipe 4, 2550mm Φ6.4
BCRI oil pipe 5, 2400mm Φ6.4
washer G1/2
quick release coupling G1/2
hexagon nut M12
spring washer Φ12
full thread hexagon head bolt
M12x35
flat washer Φ12
pin
swing cylinder
right arm
long pin
support feet
hexagon head bolt M8x70
spring washer Φ8
flat washer Φ8
Pipe Clamp
upper hitch pin
PTO hook
spring plate
flat washer Φ6
spring washer Φ6
full thread hexagon head bolt
M6x12

QTY
2
2
2
1
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
3
3
2
1
8
1
6
2
2
2
1
2
3
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Victory Tractor Implement Warranty
Warranty
Victory Tractor Implements warrants to the original purchaser that this Victory product will be free from
defects in material and workmanship beginning on the date of purchase by the end user according to the following
schedule when used as intended and under normal service and conditions for personal use.
Overall Unit and Driveline: 1 Year Parts and Labor
Gearbox: One year on all components.
Blades and Belts: Considered wear items.
This Warranty is limited to the replacement of any defective part by Victory and the installation by the dealer of
any such replacement part and does not cover common wear items. Victory reserves the right to inspect any
equipment or parts which are claimed to have been defective in material or workmanship.
This Warranty does not apply to any part or product which in Victory’s judgment shall have been misused or
damaged by accident or lack of normal maintenance or care, or which has been repaired or altered in a way which
adversely affects its performance or reliability, or which has been used for a purpose for which the product is not
designed. Misuse also specifically includes failure to properly maintain oil levels, grease points, and driveline
shafts.
Claims under this Warranty should be made to the dealer which originally sold the product and all warranty
adjustments must be made through an authorized Victory dealer. Victory reserves the right to make changes in
materials or design of the product at any time without notice.
This Warranty shall not be interpreted to render Victory liable for damages of any kind, direct, consequential, or
contingent to property. Furthermore, Victory shall not be liable for damages resulting from any cause beyond its
reasonable control. This Warranty does not extend to loss of crops, any expense or loss for labor, supplies, rental
machinery or for any other reason.
No other warranty of any kind whatsoever, express or implied, is made with respect to this sale; and all
implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose which exceed the obligations set
forth in this written warranty are hereby disclaimed and excluded from this sale.
This Warranty is not valid unless registered with Victory within 30 days from the date of purchase by the end user.
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